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Sub-picosecond C=C bond photo-isomerization: evidence for the role of excited state mixing

Abstract. Sub-picosecond photo-isomerization is the major primary process of energy conversion in retinal proteins and has as such been in the focus of extensive theoretical and experimental work over the past decades. In this review article, we revisit the long-standing question as to how the protein tunes the isomerization speed and quantum yield. We focus on our recent contributions to this field, which underscore the concept of a delicate mixing of reactive and non-reactive excited states, as a result of steric properties and electrostatic interactions with the protein environment. Further avenues and new approaches are outlined.
which hold promise for advancing our understanding of these intimately coupled chromophore–protein systems.

Résumé. La photo-isomérisation sub-picoseconde est la principale réaction initiante la conversion d’énergie dans les protéines de rétinal, si bien qu’elle fait l’objet de travaux théoriques et expérimentaux approfondis depuis plus de trente ans. Dans cet article de revue, nous revisitons la question toujours ouverte de savoir comment la protéine détermine la vitesse d’isomérisation et son rendement quantique. A la lumière de nos contributions récentes en ce domaine, nous décrivons le concept d’un mélange d’états excités réactifs et non-réactifs, délicatement ajusté par les interactions stériques et électrostatiques avec l’environnement protéique. De nouvelles perspectives et approches prometteuses sont décrites qui pourront faire progresser la compréhension de ces systèmes chromophore–protéine intimement couplés.
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Many organisms, from microbacteria to vertebrates, use photosensitive retinal proteins for photo-chemical energy conversion or photo-sensory functions [1–3]. Visible light-absorbing retinal proteins rely on the protonated Schiff base of retinal (rPSB) as chromophore, covalently bound to the interior of a barrel-like “opsin” protein. Their biological activity is triggered by a regioselective and stereoselective C=C double bond photoisomerization of rPSB, e.g. 11-cis to all-trans for the visual pigment rhodopsin (Rho), all-trans to 13-cis for the proton pump bacteriorhodopsin (bR), or both 13-cis to all-trans and all-trans to 13-cis for the bistable, photochromic Anabaena Sensory Rhodopsin (ASR). In all cases, the protein scaffold exerts electrostatic and steric interactions on the chromophore [4–7], which tune the rPSB photoreaction dynamics, e.g. the excited state lifetime (ESL) and its photoisomerization quantum yield (IQY), ultimately determined by the branching ratio between reactive and non-reactive channels. The pronounced influence of the protein interaction on rPSB photo-reactivity is evidenced by comparing with the photoreaction dynamics and IQY of rPSB in other environments, e.g. in solution [8–14] or in vacuum [15].

The photoisomerization of rPSB occurs through a conical intersection (CInt), [16, 17] which is an intersection seam between the excited (S₁) and ground (S₀) state potential energy surfaces (PES), where the molecule transiently adopts a configuration with a nearly 90° twisted reacting double bond. While it has been shown that there is no correlation between ESL and IQY [18–21], many theoretical predictions agree, that the PESs topography and the nuclear motions at the CInt decide on the branching between reactive and non-reactive pathways, hence on the overall IQY [17, 22, 23]. There is large scientific interest at investigating the photoreactions of retinal proteins in order to decipher the intra- and inter-molecular parameters which tune the photoreactivity of rPSB, as a model system for non-adiabatic dynamics through a CInt. In addition, such a fundamental understanding would be the key to define chemical design strategies to control the photoreactivity of C=C double bond isomerization in retinal chromophores or similar compounds. In particular, there is broad interest in producing rhodopsin mutants with an enhanced ESL and, as a consequence, fluorescence quantum yield (FQY) for applications in optogenetics [24, 25]. Moreover, understanding the dynamic structure-property relationships will most likely indicate new avenues for tailoring molecular devices based on ultrafast C=C double isomerization to perform photoswitching or rotary motion, at the molecular scale, with optimum efficiency [26].

Section 1 gives a brief and necessarily incomplete account of recent experimental studies on the effect of the environment of the photophysics of rPSB’s, with an emphasis on the electrostatic properties, in particular the presence or protonation state of counter ions.
Sections 2–4 concentrate on both electrostatic and steric effects on the ESL and FQY of rPSB in different retinal proteins and rhodopsin-mimicking photo-switches in solution. Steric effects, in particular the distortion of the rPSB in the ground state of 11C in Rho as opposed to the more planar AT in bR is held responsible for the faster photo-isomerization reaction in Rho [27–32], as will be corroborated in these sections. In Section 2, we review the concept of $^1B_u$/$^2A_g$ mixing between the first two excited states (Figure 1), and how it translates both steric and electrostatic properties comprehensively. Section 3 then treats the experimental manifestation and quantitative explanation of these effects for *Anabaena Sensory Rhodopsin* and some selected mutants. Section 4 extends this combined treatment to rhodopsin-mimicking photo-switches, before Section 5 summarises the main concepts and outlines future avenues.

1. **An open question studied on different systems**

   The protonation of the retinal Schiff base in VIS-absorbing retinal proteins makes these systems distinctively different from their UV-absorbing sisters, which function with a deprotonated chromophore [33]. The charge-transfer character of the lowest excited state [34, 35], $S_1$, is at the heart of the high sensitivity to the presence of counter ions and dynamic electrostatic interactions, thereby controlling the excited state dynamics. This will be highlighted in the following paragraphs.

1.1. **Isolated rPSB’s in solution and gas phase**

   Since 11-cis (11C) and all-trans (AT) isomers are the ground state conformations of the visual photo-receptor and of the large majority of microbial retinal proteins, respectively, these were studied quite extensively as isolated molecules in solution and to a lesser extent in the gas phase. It was first noticed that the absorption spectra in solution are significantly blue-shifted with respect to the situation in protein cavities (referred to as the "opsin shift"). It can be quantitatively explained by a stronger polarizability of the protein environment and interaction of the rPSB with its counter ion in solution, reduced though for polar solvents, and, for AT rPSB, by an enhanced ring/chain co-planarization in proteins [36–39]. In solution, the 11-cis isomer photo-isomerization produces specifically the AT isomer, like in proteins. The IQY is however only about 25% in various solvents versus 67% in Rhodopsin. Conversely, the photo-isomerization of AT in solution produces a variety of product isomers, unlike in proteins where it is 100% bond-selective, and occurs with a total IQY in the range of 15% [40–42].

   Femtosecond transient absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy consistently showed that the excited state lifetimes and thus the isomerization times are significantly longer than in proteins, with a dominant decay component in the 3–4 ps range, for both the 11C and AT rPSB’s [8, 10, 12, 43–45]. For AT, sub-picosecond fluorescence decay components were attributed to internal conversion and the dominant non-reactive back reaction [10, 21]. The ESL increase at lower temperatures points to the existence of a small excited state barrier [12]. Conversely, in the case of 11C in solution, the sub-ps component was attributed to the minority, barrier-less reactive channel while the 4-ps component would characterize the dominant non-reactive channel [45].

   In the absence of a counter ion or any polarisable environment, i.e. for rPSB’s in gas phase, the absorption spectra of AT and 11C rPSB’s are red-shifted with respect to the protein spectra, due to a relative destabilisation of $S_0$ [46, 47]. The energies of the UV/VIS electronic transitions are obtained by recording the photo-fragmentation action spectra of the cationic chromophores held in an ion storage ring. Recently, this approach was extended to two-pulse experiments, which allowed to record the excited states lifetimes *in vacuo* [15]. A first pump pulse resonantly tuned onto the $S_0$–$S_1$ transition excites the molecules, and, after a delay time $\tau$, a second pump
pulse at 800 nm promotes the molecules further to $S_3$. This additional excess energy stored in the molecule leads to enhanced photo-fragmentation, as compared to the pump pulse-only case. Due to the limited ESL, the fragmentation enhancement is dependent on $\tau$, and the delay-dependent signal measures the time-dependent fraction of excited molecules. A series of comparative experiments, including the effect of temperature concluded that, *in vacuo*, 11C rPSB has an almost barrierless fast decay ($\approx 0.4$ ps at room temperature), while AT shows a barrier-controlled $>3$ ps decay.

Hence, both solution and gas phase experiments suggest, that in visual rhodopsin the ESL is inherited from the “intrinsic” properties of the 11C chromophore [15, 45], whereas in bacterial
rhodopsins, the protein tunes the excited state potential energy surfaces (PES) of AT in terms of barrier height and bond selectivity [15, 44]. The origin of these environment-induced modifications of the PES will be discussed in detail in Section 2, on the basis of computational results involving mixing of the first two excited states. While such modelling allows rationalizing the effect of the protein environment on the ESL, the question about how the proteins tune the IQY of 11C and AT chromophores remains largely open. So far, only in the unique case of rhodopsin—showing the fastest photoisomerization reaction—a direct connection was established between the specific vibrational motions driven by the PES topography and the IQY, pointing to the central role of the relative phase between a few essential vibrational modes at the moment of decay at the ClInt [23].

1.2. Effects of mutations and pH on excited state dynamics of retinal proteins: a selection

The most studied microbial rhodopsin is bR, a light-activated proton pump, found in *Halobacterium salinarum* [48]. In its light-adapted form, it binds the rPSB primarily in the AT form. In wild-type bR, AT → 13C photo-isomerization occurs within ≈0.5 ps [49–52], and with a quantum yield of ≈65% [53–55]. As shown in Figure 2, the crystallographic structure, at pH = 7, identifies
the deprotonated aspartic acid D85 as the main counter ion of the rPSB connected via a H-bond network with D212 and R82 via three water molecules [28]. First experimental work by El-Sayed and Lanyi [56,57] reported that the replacement of charged residues in the mutants D85N, D212N and R82Q by neutral ones increases the excited state lifetime and thus isomerization time by a factor of 5–20. Replacements of uncharged residues in mutants D115N or Y185F did not change the lifetimes significantly. The exact analysis was complicated by the fact that mutations, much like acidification [58], induce a mixture of AT and 13C isomers in the ground state. The observations were explained by a valence bond resonance model describing the excited state as a linear combination of wavefunctions, the electronic densities of which have the positive charge translocated from the Schiff base to different C atoms with odd numbers along the polyene chain. This provokes for every ground state double bond a reactive single bond character in the excited state, but depending on the fraction of local positive charge. Due to the nearby negatively charged D85 and D212, the positive charge is stabilised best on C13 in the excited state of wild-type bR, providing an intuitive explanation of the bond selectivity of the AT → 13C isomerization process. The excited state single bond character of C13=C14 allows then for a barrierless and therefore ultrafast isomerization. These effects are absent when D85 and D212 are replaced by neutral residues or if they are protonated (neutral) as in R82Q at pH = 4 [56]. The results for D85N were later confirmed and complemented by femtosecond photon echo spectroscopy, which provided evidence for a large sub-100 fs dielectric relaxation of the protein environment [59].

Another more recent example for large effects on ESL and IQY related to the chromophore environment, was recently reported for KR2, from Krokinobacter eikastus. In 2013, it was discovered as the first light-activated Na⁺ pump [60]. Its crystallographic structure was resolved [61,62], highlighting particular motifs responsible for Na⁺ binding at the protein periphery, and most importantly a transient Na⁺ binding site, in the vicinity of the rPSB, made up of D116, N112 and D251, and, with respect to bR, a modified H-bonding network. Comparing the crystal structures at neutral and acidic pH allowed to identify the flipping of the retinal counterion, the aspartic acid D116, as a key element for Na⁺ pumping. At neutral pH, D116 is H-bonded with retinal’s Schiff base (rotamer 1), but during the M intermediate of KR2’s photocycle, protonation of D116 via the Schiff base (SB) occurs. This would lead to its re-orientation (rotamer 2) and disruption of the otherwise strong H-bonding network, thus enabling Na⁺ translocation [61]. The overall structural changes associated with Na⁺ pumping were very recently analyzed by time-resolved serial X-ray crystallography and QM/MM simulations, covering the pico- to milli-second time scales [63]. However, the changes in the SB-D116 distance were observed to be much smaller than expected, and no clear evidence for the existence of two rotameric states was found in the photocycle at pH = 8.0.

Regarding ultrafast events, Hontani et al. reported a spectroscopic investigation of the full photo-cycle, and in particular the primary AT → 13C isomerization to occur in KR2 within ≈200 fs, at pH = 8.0 [64]. This is significantly faster than for other microbial rhodopsins bearing AT rPSB in the ground state and was attributed to steric effects, i.e. distorsion of the AT isomer [65]. Tahara et al. investigated the effect of pH on the primary photo-reaction by femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) [66], with the main objective of obtaining new insights into minority excited state species with >3 ps lifetimes observed at pH = 8.0 [65]. Protonation of D116 occurs for pH < 7, and leads to a significant red-shift of the absorption spectrum [60], due to destabilization of the protonated SB ground state (S₀). KR2 at pH < 7 and the D116N mutant show several ps excited state decay components, in addition to the 0.18 ps ESL, whose amplitudes increase for lower pH values. The opposite is observed for pH > 7. A good correlation with the pH-dependent IQY showed that only the 0.18 ps decay channel is productive in terms of isomerization. A more detailed analysis of the data suggests that, rather than the protonation state of D116N, the key parameter favoring the fast and efficient excited state pathway is the
orientation of that residue and its fraction of population able to form H-bonds with retinal’s Schiff base [66]. While a similar co-existence of multiple excited state decay components was previously attributed to reactive and non-reactive excited state pathways [21, 44, 56, 67, 68], this study points to the central role of structural inhomogeneities in the ground state, modulated by the protonation of D116N. Similar conclusions were recently drawn by the same authors for the photo-isomerization reactivity in proteorhodopsin [69]. In conclusion, KR2 appears to be a particular retinal protein, affording a flexible and thus disordered Schiff base environment, required for the binding of Na+, but at the cost of a relatively low isomerization IQY. Nevertheless, intensive research is under way to use KR2 as a platform for genetic modifications in view of applications in optogenetics [3, 24, 70, 71].

Last but not least, it is worth noting that the protein environment should not be considered as a rigid grid of point charges. In addition to ultrafast nuclear motion of the surrounding residues and their related charges [72, 73], several experiments performed on bR point to a dynamic electronic response, upon excitation of rPSB, in particular for the polarisable nearby Trp residues, such as Trp86 [74–76]. From a computational point of view, these effects would require a quantum mechanical treatment of the large “rPSB/polarizable residue” system [73] and are out of the scope of the present review.

2. Theoretical framework: potential energy surfaces and CInt

Since the rPSB is a special case of a linear polyene chain, the role of possible interactions of the first and second excited states (S1 and S2) has been frequently evoked and examined in the past [5, 77–82]. Adopting the symmetry nomenclature of polyenes, the electronic ground state is referred to 1Ag, and the first excited states to 1Bu and 2Ag symmetry (cf. Figure 1), even though the chromophore is asymmetric due to the positive charge on the Schiff base end. Hence, at the FC point (i.e., at the S0 equilibrium structure), S0 has 1Ag covalent character with alternating single/double bond lengths, and a positive charge located on the C=NH2 framework end. With respect to the ground state, the 1Bu state can be described by a bonding π to an anti-bonding π* electronic transition, delocalized all over the retinal backbone. Such a modification triggers a substantial structural change, characterized by single and double bond inversion (cf. Figure 1), hence the bond length alternation (BLA, defined as the average single bond length—average double bond length) changes sign. Negative BLA is necessary for the isomerization to occur, i.e. 1Bu is the reactive configuration. In addition, the state has a pronounced charge-transfer (CT) character, which implies that the positive charge on the C=NH2 framework end is reduced and translocated to the polyene backbone. By contrast, the S2 PES has 2Ag diradical (DIR) character with a strongly reduced BLA. Compared to 1Bu, isomerization is hindered, and the state has non-reactive character. Last, similar to 1Ag, the positive charge remains located on the C=NH2 Schiff base end [83]. The different charge distributions in these three states lead to a situation where their energy differences, ΔE(S1−S0) and ΔE(S2−S1), are very sensitive to electrostatic interactions and thus to static or dynamic modifications of the environment (see below).

From recent quantum chemical computations, it is now well recognized that the energies of the 1Bu and 2Ag states are strongly dependent on the isomerization coordinate, hydrogen-out-of-plane motion and C=C dihedral angles, and that they may even come into degeneracy [84–88]. In such extreme cases, the 1Bu/2Ag mixing is complete, and the system oscillates in S1 between the CT and DIR character, with a frequency determined by BLA. Such a regime was very recently reported to occur in bR, during the first 100 fs after excitation and only if the laser pulse was tuned to shorter wavelengths in order to explore higher vibronic states in S1 [87].

In recent years, several papers reported on QM/MM calculations, which addressed the dynamic 1Bu/2Ag coupling along the reaction coordinate, in more general cases. Blending
non-reactive $^2A_g$ character into the $S_1$ state, extends the excited state lifetime. It turns out that the strength of $^1B_u/^2A_g$ interaction depends critically on the GS geometry of the rPSB (e.g. 11-cis versus all-trans) and on the electrostatic properties of the environment, no matter if it is a solvent or the protein cavity. The then created excited state potential energy landscape may be fully reactive or present barriers (cf. Figure 1(B)), and is thereby determining the ESL and thus the FQY and isomerization reaction speed.

Since 13-cis rPSB in microbial protein environments have ESL close to the ones of 11-cis rhodopsin, and both types of chromophores are found to be non-planar, it was concluded that a pre-twist is synonymous of a displaced excited state potential [30, 89–91] (in particular along hydrogen-out-of-plane motion (HOOP), which display larger Raman activities, cf. Section 3). This would lead to a more effective acceleration of the excited state wavepacket along the reaction coordinate [81, 92]. Recent multi-configurational QM/MM simulations go a step further and rationalise the effective effect of the rPSB geometry on the excited state energy landscape computing the $S_1$ and $S_2$ energies of the full chromophore within CASSCF or CASPT2 approximations, and embedded in the respective natural protein environments (bovine rhodopsin for 11-cis—11C/Rho; ASR for 13-cis (13C) and all-trans (AT), AMBER force fields) [86].

Figure 3 shows the QM/MM trajectories for the three cases in the first 200 fs or until the $S_1/S_0$ CInt is reached. The computed energies are found to oscillate following the BLA. For 11C/Rho, $S_1$ and $S_2$ are separated at all times and they preserve their $^1B_u/^2A_g$ character, respectively until the CInt is reached, i.e. the $^1B_u/^2A_g$ coupling is negligible (panel (C)). $S_1$ therefore preserves a strongly reactive CT character, and Figure 4 shows that bond length inversion is complete (BLA < 0) along the C5=C6=C7=C8=C9=C10=C11=C12 fragment of the chromophore. Both effects lead in the specific protein environment to a barrierless potential and a rapid down-hill progression reaching the CInt within less than 100 fs, in agreement with experiments [31, 93–96].

In 13C/ASR, after an initial BLA displacement, $S_1$ and $S_2$ are degenerate in the 40–80 fs time interval, and the dihedral angles, along the C13=C14 and C15=N axes, remain almost planar [86]. During the same period, Figure 4 shows that BLA is positive, i.e. $S_1$ is dominated by a non-reactive DIR character associated with a very limited charge transfer from the –C=N moiety.
Figure 4. BLA changes in ASR and Rho. (A) BLA changes for the AT/ASR chromophore along the full conjugated chain (solid line), along the C5=C6=C7=C8=C9=C10–C11=C12–C13=C14 fragment (dotted line), and along the –C13=C14–C15=N fragment (dashed line). (B) Same data for the 13C/ASR chromophore. (C) The BLA along the full conjugated chain for the 11C/Rho (solid line), along the C5=C6=C7=C8=C9=C10–C11=C12 fragment (dotted line), and along the –C11=C12–C13=C14–C15=N fragment (dashed line). Reproduced with permission from [86].

Only after 80 fs, does $S_1$ display a negative BLA, a substantial charge transfer and a reactive $^1B_u$ character, with a down-hill progression towards the CInt by $\approx 150$ fs, in agreement with experiments [19, 90, 97]. For AT/ASR, $S_1$ and $S_2$ are found to remain degenerate during the whole simulation interval of 200 fs (Figure 3). BLA is positive, meaning a non-reactive DIR character prevails (Figure 4(A)), explaining the longer ESL observed for AT than for the 13C rPSB in ASR [19, 90, 97].

The above empirical rule stating that the chromophore's isomeric state combined with protein-imposed deformations would control the ESL can now be explained rather intuitively, in terms of the dominant $^2A_g$ or $^1B_u$ character. In fact, AT/ASR maintains four conjugated double
bonds ($\text{C5} = \text{C6} – \text{C7} = \text{C8} – \text{C9} = \text{C10} – \text{C11} = \text{C12} – $) with a reduced, but still positive BLA, rather than bond length inversion (Figure 4(A)). Such a polyene-like pattern accommodates the non-reactive DIR electronic structure better than the CT structure. On the other hand, due to the pre-twisted $\beta$-ionone ring on one side and the rapidly twisting C11=C12 on the other, 11C/Rho offers a shorter fragment with two conjugated double bonds ($\text{C7} = \text{C8} – \text{C9} = \text{C10} – \text{C11}$) with a negative (inverted) average BLA value (Figure 4(C)). As a consequence, $\Delta E(S_2 – S_1)$ will rapidly decrease towards a degeneracy along the photoisomerization coordinate in AT/ASR and 13C/ASR but not in Rho.

In subsequent publications, the concept of $^1\text{Bu}/^2\text{Ag}$ mixing was further investigated computationally for the environment-induced differences of 11-anti rPSB in methanol and in Rho [84], and for the effects of substitutions of the all-trans rPSB in solution with electron-donating or— withdrawing groups [84,88]. Experimental data, regarding the ESL [11,98], where consistently reproduced and explained in terms of the build-up of an excited state barrier or flat, population-stabilising regions due to an increased $^2\text{Ag}$ character in the $S_1$ state, limiting its reactivity. In summary, the concept, which emerges from these theoretical results, is that both steric and electrostatic effects act through the modifications of the $S_1/S_2$ energy landscape in determining the ESL of rPSB in different protein environments (exemplified in detail in Section 3), and also of rhodopsin-mimicking photo-switches in solution (Section 4).

3. Effects of point mutations: the case of Anabaena Sensory Rhodopsin

Anabaena Sensory Rhodopsin (ASR) is a membrane protein of 261 residues (26 kDa) found in the eubacterium Anabaena (Nostoc) sp. PCC7120 [99], and is part of the family of archael microbial rhodopsin, as much as bR or sensory rhodopsin from Halobacterium salinarum [1,100]. The main structural differences with respect to bR are the replacement of Asp212 in bR by Pro206, a non-polar residue, in the vicinity of the rPSB and a hydrogen-bonding network from Lys210 to Glu36 [101].

Regarding the ultrafast photo-isomerization, it is most notable that ASR bears a mixture of all-trans, 15-anti (AT) and 13-cis, 15-syn (13C) rPSB isomers, the relative content of which depends on the illumination, so-called “light-adaptation” conditions. When left in the dark, the dark-adapted (DA) form adopts 97% AT, which drops to less than 50% under illumination with orange light, at neutral pH [102]. In the context of obtaining insight into the mechanisms by which retinal proteins catalyze the rPSB photo-isomerization reaction, ASR is a model system allowing to study, within the same protein, the protein–rPSB interactions for two different rPSB conformers at the same time. Interestingly, at pH = 7, both isomers display markedly different excited state lifetimes (ESL): $\approx 0.7$ ps for AT, and approx. 150 fs for 13C [19,90,97,103]. This was empirically related to the fact that 13C is twisted in the ground state conformation [101], but different electrostatic or dynamic interactions with the protein charge distribution may also play a role. The different excited state lifetimes were rationalized by quantum chemistry computations of the excited state potential energy surface (PES) along the minimum energy paths in ASR [22], and with excited state trajectory calculation [84,86,104]. As shown in Figure 3, it was found that the $S_1$ PES of 13C is barrierless, while that of the AT form displays a plateau or a slight barrier that could account for a short resting period of the excited state population. The precise origin of these different shapes of the $S_1$ PES for both isomers, and the mechanism of their fine-tuning by the protein interaction has motivated the research efforts described below. While Sections 3.1 and 3.2 summarize primarily experimental work on the electronic and vibrational dynamics of AT and 13C/ASR, as a function of mutations, Section 3.3 reviews a combined experimental/theoretical study of two cases of mutations which track the molecular origin of a 12-fold enhancement of the ESL.
3.1. Effect of mutations on the ESL: rationalising spectral shifts and effects on excited state lifetimes

Our first joint paper on mutation-induced effect in ASR, published in 2018, reported a combined experimental and computational study of the spectral shifts, the ground state vibrational spectra and isomerization reaction times of the AT and 13C isomers in the mutants L83Q, V112N and W76F [105].

3.1.1. Effects of the modified protein electrostatics on the isomer-specific absorption spectra

In L83Q and V112N, the nonpolar residues Valine and Leucine are replaced by the polar but neutral Glutamine (Q) and Asparagine (N), respectively, while the W76F mutation reduces the electron density and removes a small dipole close to the rPSB backbone (Figure 5). All mutations lead to blue-shifts of the DA and LA ground state absorption spectra with respect to wt-ASR [105]. Light-adaptation was carried out either with an orange (OA, 590 nm) or a blue (BA, 460 nm) LED, and the light-adaptation with the highest 13C isomer ratio was retained. The latter was higher than 50% in all cases, as for wt-ASR. V112N and W76F exhibit a blue-shift under LA as wt-ASR and many other mutants. The absorption spectrum of the 13C isomer of these mutants shifts by 2 nm (V112N) and 8 nm (W76F). L83Q, the blue-most shifted mutant, surprisingly shows the opposite effect, with the 13C isomer being 6 nm red-shifted with respect to AT.

From a purely computational structure of the mutated protein–chromophore complexes, obtained by the automatic retinal protein model (ARM) [106], the mutation-induced shifts were correctly reproduced, as well as the amount of LA-induced blue-shifts for W76F and V112N. For L83Q, ARM produced a wrong orientation of the dipoles of Q83, which was corrected “manually”. This produced absorption maxima consistent with the observations, including the inverted LA effect. By comparing both the effects of steric and electrostatic modifications, it was concluded that the latter effects are dominant, in particular for W76F. Indeed, the mutation-induced changes of the rPSB configurations cause, with respect to the wt-ASR, rather a red-shift and not the experimentally observed blue-shifts. For both the V112N and W76F mutants, a change from Valine to Asparagine, near the β-ionone ring of the chromophore, and Tryptophan to Phenylalanine produces a destabilization of S1 and a smaller stabilization of S0. Hence, the observed blue-shift of the S0–S1 transition energy is a combined effect of S1 up-shift and S0 down-shift.

3.1.2. Effects of the modified protein electrostatics on the reaction kinetics

The excited state lifetimes and the isomerization reaction times were determined by broadband transient absorption spectroscopy in the 340–750 nm range, covering the characteristic bands of ground state bleach (GSB), excited state absorption (ESA) and stimulated emission (SE), as well the photo-product absorption in the J and K states of both AT and 13C isomers. The latter are obtained by the standard procedure subtracting the experimentally determined contribution of AT excited isomers, from the LA data. Values for ESL were extracted from ESA and SE decay times. For the AT isomers (DA), the ESA decay appeared to be bi-exponential, while it displayed mono-exponential decays for the small signal SE region probed (700–750 nm). When the SE is studied at longer wavelengths and maximum signal, all mutants display a multi-exponential excited state decay, as found for wt-ASR [90], and in agreement with the ESA decays (to be published). The fast component was found to be significantly reduced with respect to the 0.75 ps ESL of AT in wt-ASR, with L83Q showing an ESL as short as 120 fs. Whether the second slower component (in the 0.5–0.7 ps range, amplitude ≤30%) also leads to isomerization is difficult to ascertain since the rise of the photo-product (PPA) or J-state absorption naturally allows to unambiguously determine only the fastest component. A potential slower rise appears to be rather compensated by the signal decay to the J-to-K vibrational relaxation (Figure 6). We therefore quoted
Figure 5. Calculated structures of the AT rPSB and the mutated residues L83, W76 and V112N in DA ASR (A). The replacement of Trp76 by a Phenylalanine reduces the electron density close to the AT rPSB backbone (B). Introduction of the polar Glu at position 83 and Asp at position 112 (C and D) changes the electrostatic interactions with rPSB in both S\textsubscript{0} and S\textsubscript{1}.

the “isomerization reaction time” (IRT) extracted from a combined analysis of GSB, ESA, SE and PPA: L83Q—120 fs, V112N—230 fs and W76F 340 fs for the AT isomers. These values are presently reconsidered on the basis of the near-IR SE, which allow to determine ESL with higher accuracy (higher signal and zero background, Figure 6). Nevertheless, the initially reported incidental correlation is confirmed: the larger the spectral blue-shift of the GSA, the smaller the IRT.

For 13C, the mutations did not alter the IRT as much as for AT, but the values rather indicate the opposite trend: a small but significant increase of ESL and IRT. This an important result, which confirms the initial strategy of choosing ASR as a model system: the protein–chromophore interactions act differently, namely in an opposite fashion, on the two isomer conformations. The molecular basis for this observation is unclear and is the subject on ongoing work both computationally and experimentally. A central question is to figure out in as much LA changes the entire coupled protein–chromophore system in what we call the “13-cis isomer”, i.e. both the chromophore and the protein likely undergo LA-induced structural changes.

3.2. Details from femtosecond vibrational spectroscopy

First vibrational spectra obtained by femtosecond non-resonant (pump-)DFWM were also reported in this paper [105] for the isomer ground states in DA and LA, as well as their photo-isomerized K states (pump delay 100 ps). The procedure for extracting AT- and 13C-pure
The vibrational spectra was explained in detail, and exploited more thoroughly in a subsequent publication [91], summarised and discussed in the following.

The vibrational spectra of both AT and 13C isomers in ASR both in the ground and excited states were analysed in detail [91]. The experimental techniques used rely on degenerate four-wave-mixing (DFWM) and impulsive vibrational spectroscopy (IVS), which can be performed also in the excited state, due to the action of an actinic pump pulse as a function of delay time [107–110].

The ground state vibrational spectra of both DA and LA forms of ASR were obtained by non-resonant DFWM and IVS, and compared to traditional spontaneous Raman spectra. Non-resonant schemes used a spectrally broad sub-15fs pulse centered at 650–660 nm, and revealed very different resonances in the high-frequency range above 1000 cm$^{-1}$ and, most importantly, a much stronger Raman activity for 13C in the hydrogen-out-of-plane (HOOP) region around 800–900 cm$^{-1}$. All these observations are in-line with the differences between AT and cis rPSB conformations in other retinal proteins, like bR or channel-rhodopsin. Supported by MD simulations on the ground state, it was suggested that the larger distortion hinted on by the HOOP activity is located at the C14–C15 bond, rather than on the reactive C13=C14 bond, in agreement with X-ray data of ASR [101]. As for 11-cis rPSB in Rho, this pre-twist of the 13C chromophore, as opposed to the planar AT configuration, was identified as one of the reasons for the shorter ESL of 13C.

The structural changes in the excited state were followed by exciting each isomer with an actinic pump. The pure spectra of the excited state was obtained since the GS spectra of each isomer and the photo-products K$_{AT}$ and K$_{13C}$ could be measured separately [91]. In particular, the frequency of the C=C stretch and CH$_3$ rocking modes showed a transient blue-shift for both isomers, consistent with a reduced conjugation length, induced by the torsional motion. Indeed, in a 90° twisted conformation, the C14–C15–N and C5=C13 moieties are disconnected electronically. Most importantly the dynamics of the transient frequency shifts mirrors the excited state and reaction lifetimes qualitatively. The blue-shift occurs almost immediately upon excitation for 13C and decays with a half-time of 150 fs. The AT frequency shifts reach maximum only after 0.2 ps and adopt the K$_{AT}$ values only by 0.6 ps. These studies also showed that the amplitude of these isomerization-induced changes in the CH$_3$ rock frequencies were different for AT as for
13C, which is taken as an indication that isomerization causes a larger rotation around the central C13=C14 bond for AT than for 13C, in agreement with previous FTIR results on the cryo-trapped K intermediates [102].

In addition, low frequency vibrations (<400 cm⁻¹), related to excited state modes, identified previously in transient absorption experiments [97], were shown to appear after a short induction time; shorter for 13C than for AT.

3.2.1. Effects of mutations on the ground state vibrational spectra

The mutants L83Q and V112N were studied by femtosecond DFWM and IVS in the DA and LA states [111], under exactly the same conditions as the ones used in the above TA experiments. It was found that mutations lead to an enhanced HOOP mode activity in the AT ground state of L83Q and V112N indicating a pre-distorsion of the chromophore either around the active C13=C14 bond or neighbouring C14–C15 bond of the ground state compared to the AT-isomer in the wt-ASR [111]. Additionally, the high frequency vibrations related to C–C single bond or C=C double bond stretch, as well as CH₃ rock modes change consistently with a reduced conjugation length, induced by the pre-distortion. In agreement with previous experimental and theoretical work, the pre-distortion is held responsible for the drastic reduction of the excited state lifetimes for the mutants, as compared to AT in wt-ASR. On the other hand, the mutations do not seem to enhance the pre-distortion already observed for the 13C isomer in wt-ASR, in agreement with a small increase of the ESL for 13C.

In summary, time-resolved vibrational spectroscopy, here accessed via degenerate FWM and IVS, provided new insights on structural changes during the isomerization process. For wild-type ASR and its mutants, the observations are perfectly in line with the theoretical predictions outlined in Section 2 (Figure 3), underlining here the role of a pre-twist in 13C/ASR for reducing the excited state barrier and leading to the shorter ESL.

3.3. Towards a rational prediction of the excited state lifetime of AT rPSB in mutants

While a detailed and comprehensive computational analysis of the mutation-induced effects on the excited state lifetimes of AT and 13C for the above mutants is still ongoing, we examined further mutations with the aim of achieving an ASR mutant with an increased excited state lifetime and thus FQY. This is of particular importance in the area of optogenetics, combined, if possible, with an increased absorption of the mutants in the red or near-IR region of the spectrum [24]. We recently reported an almost 10-fold increase of FQY in the ASR double mutant W76S/Y179F, and rationalised the observations within the context of the modified protein electrostatic environment, including the computational analysis of the excited state electronic structure and lifetimes of wt-ASR and the L83Q mutant [112]. The theoretical framework outlined in Section 2, is central to understanding the mutation-induced modifications of the 1B₁i/2A₂g mixing along the reaction coordinate, which, in this paper was traced down to the electrostatic interactions of the mutated residues.

The experiments were performed on the DA forms of wt-ASR and on the L83Q and W76S/Y179F mutants, together with two light-adapted forms of the latter. We focused on the mutation effects on the AT isomers, which accumulates to >95% in DA wt-ASR and L83Q, and is highest in orange-adapted form of W76S/Y179F (39%). While fluorescence of the non-canonical 7- and 9-cis isomers was minimised in the double mutant, by excitation with >520 nm light, contributions from 11- and 13-cis cannot be excluded. We found that the FQY was lowest for wt-ASR and increased by a factor of 2.2 for L83Q, and by 7.9 and 6.9 for orange- and green-adapted W76S/Y179F, respectively.

The mutation-induced shifts of the ground state absorption and steady-state emission spectra are reported and reproduced with high accuracy by the QM/MM method. The latter is
based on the ARM protocol [113], which employs the CASSCF method which is an ab initio (wavefunction-based) multi-configurational quantum chemical (MCQC) method coupled with the Amber molecular mechanics force field to obtain the $S_0$ QM/MM models of rhodopsins semi-automatically. Vertical excitation energies are then computed using multiconfigurational second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2) to account for the missing dynamic electron correlations. The level of agreement with the observed trends in absorption and fluorescence experiments indicate that the descriptions of the steric and electrostatic effects of the different protein environments on the $S_0$ and $S_1$ relaxed structure are trustworthy, and can be extended to describing the $S_1$ dynamics.

These were experimentally probed by measuring the decay of stimulated emission (SE) in the 850–1250 nm range, with $\approx 60$ fs time resolution. The SE decays turned out to be almost wavelength-independent, and bi-phasic for all studied ASR variants. We thus compared the average values of ESL with the relative increase of FQY, and found that the FQY increases proportionally to ESL for W76S/Y179F with respect to wt-ASR, according to $FQY = ESL \times k_r$ with $k_r$ the radiative rate, generally assumed to be constant. Interestingly, L83Q showed a 2.2-times larger FQY than wt-ASR, despite an almost 2-fold reduction of the ESL, indicating that L83Q has a higher radiative rate than the wild-type. This and the effects of the mutations on ESL were explained by calculations of the $S_1$ relaxation/reaction paths and by computing 200 fs semi-classical trajectories (Figure 7).

Indeed, relaxed scans of the $S_0$, $S_1$ and $S_2$ energies along the $C_{12–13}=C_{14–15}$ dihedral angle, computing minimised energies for fixed dihedral angles, indicate that the $S_1$ profile is barrierless for L83Q, while it is flatter and displays shallow barriers of ca. 3 and 6 kcal/mol for wt-ASR and the double mutant, respectively. The barriers have a maximum close to 120° torsion of the reactive $C_{13}=C_{12}$ double bond. The excited state lifetimes are best simulated by trajectories computing the time-dependent energies of the $S_1$ and $S_2$ states and their crossing with $S_0$ at a conical intersection (Figure 7). Here the kinetic energies in all vibrational modes of the chromophore are included, leading to different and time-dependent energy differences, in particular between $S_1$ and $S_2$. Only for L83Q do the computations predict an ultrafast $S_1/S_0$ crossing by $\approx 100$ fs, consistent with the fastest 0.27 ps decay time observed in SE. On the other hand, Figure 7 shows that wt-ASR and W76S/Y179F do not reach the CI within the simulation time, consistent with the observed shortest decay times above 500 fs and with the computed $S_1$ barriers in the relaxed energy scans.

Interestingly, the mutations act through different mechanisms on the $^1B_u/^2A_g$ mixing. For L83Q, the reactive character of $S_1$ is induced through electrostatic interactions imposed by the protein environment, while in W76S/Y179F the stabilisation of emissive regions on $S_1$ is due to subtle changes of the chromophore structure. This was given evidence for by computing the $S_1$ energy profiles along the isomerization paths in vacuo, i.e. for the isolated rPSB taken with its protein geometry. Indeed, in the case of the L83Q chromophore structure, the energy profile appears to be very similar to the one detected for the rPSB in wt-ASR and W76S/Y179F protein environment, which would lead to a picosecond excited state lifetime and an enhanced emission. Since these are not observed, the short ESL in L83Q is a consequence of the protein environment. The computations indicate a reorientation of the $\pi$-conjugated chain along the reaction path in a way that enhances the interaction with the polar side chains of Q83. At the same time, the positive charge on the Schiff base end is further reduced upon increasing the $C_{12–13}=C_{14–15}$ dihedral angle (Figure 8). Both effects lead to an electrostatic stabilisation of $S_1$ along the reaction paths and thus to a barrierless progression on the $S_1$ PES.

On the other hand, the in vacuo analysis for wt-ASR and W76S/Y179F shows no qualitative changes in the energy profiles with respect to the respective protein environments. This indicates that the $S_1$ barrier is not induced but only marginally modulated by electrostatic interaction.
Figure 7. (A,C,E) CASPT2/CASSCF/AMBER energy profiles along the $S_1$ (green squares) isomerization path of L83Q, wt-ASR, and W76S/Y179F, respectively, computed in terms of a relaxed scan along the $C_{12}-C_{13}=C_{14}-C_{15}$ dihedral angle. Note the appearance of an excited state barrier for wt-ASR, and W76S/Y179F. Energy profiles of $S_0$ and $S_2$ are indicated by blue diamonds and red triangles, respectively. (B,D,F) Excited state QM/MM FC trajectories of L83Q, wt-ASR, and W76S/Y179F, computed at three-root state-averaged-CASSCF/AMBER level of theory and corrected at the CASPT2 level. $S_0$ (blue diamonds), $S_1$ (green squares), and $S_2$ (red triangles) CASPT2/CASSCF/AMBER energy profiles along the FC trajectories. The reaction path diagram in panel (E) is different from the corresponding panel in Ref. [112]. In fact, the presented path has been computed using a 3-root CASSCF level—rather than 2-root state average—to be consistent with the results presented in panels (A) and (C).
Figure 8. Evolution of the dihedral angles (A) and charges on the Schiff base end (B) along the isomerization path for L83Q. The C12–C13=C14–C15 dihedral angle is \( \approx -170^\circ \) (left) and \(-120^\circ \) (left). Adapted from Ref. [112].

Rather, it is an intrinsic feature of the rPSB conformation. The increased \( S_1 \) barrier in W76S/Y179F is due to subtle geometrical changes with respect to the rPSB geometry in wt-ASR. Indeed, the computations show that it is possible to transform the wt-ASR \( S_2, S_1, \) and \( S_0 \) energy profiles into W76S/Y179F-like energy profiles by simply changing the backbone dihedral angles along the wt-ASR reaction coordinate to the corresponding W76S/Y179F values. This is remarkable because those are limited changes that indicate the fluorescent tuning in rhodopsins might be achieved also through subtle geometrical (i.e. steric) effects.

In conclusion, this combined experimental and computational study outlines two pathways for a rational design of ASR mutants with enhanced ESL and FQY. It was shown that mutations can induce steric effects that induce a pronounced \( ^1 \text{Bu}/^2 \text{Ag} \) mixing, blending non-reactive character into \( S_1 \) through geometrical effects. Alternatively, it might be interesting to engineer the mutations such that the dynamic electrostatic interactions with the increasing CT character of the rPSB are of repulsive character so as to destabilise \( S_1 \) and maintain a significant \( ^1 \text{Bu}/^2 \text{Ag} \) mixing.

4. Retinal-inspired molecular switches: towards controlling photoreactivity by synthetic chemical design

An alternative, complementary strategy to decipher the tuning mechanism of the rPSB photoreactivity in rhodopsins has been to design a model chromophore that mimics—in solution—
Figure 9. Chemical structure of (A) the 11-cis isomer of rPSB in Rho, and (B) the Z isomer of the IP compounds. Both IP and rPSB have a similar \( \pi \)-electron system (blue molecular backbones) with an \( S_1 \) state characterized by a bond length alternation and partial reduction of the protonated Schiff base through charge transfer along the carbon backbone. They also have an analogous photoreaction coordinate, which involves the torsion around the central \( \text{C}=\text{C} \) double bond (curved arrows) as well as out-of-plane motions of the purple bonds. Several IP compounds have been synthesized and studied theoretically and experimentally. They differ by the substitutions in orange: \( R_1 = \text{H or Me}, \ R_2 = \text{H or Me} \).

As discussed above in the case of ASR and due to the CT character of the \( S_1 \) state, a major parameter influencing the photophysical properties of rPSB is the protein electrostatic environment and the counterion neutralizing its positive charge [56, 117]. In the originally proposed N-alkylated IP compounds—which we name MeO-NAIP—the electron-donating MeO group on C6’ stabilizes the \( S_1 \) state by favoring its CT character, thus mimicking the stabilizing effect of the electrostatic protein environment in Rho [114]. Besides fine-tuning the \( S_1 \) CT character, another central ingredient of the biomimetic design is the intramolecular steric hindrance imposed by the two methyl groups on C2’ and the methyl group on C5. Altogether they impose the \( Z \) configuration of the MeO-NAIP to be the most stable \( S_0 \) isomer, in a non-planar—pre-twisted—geometry. Recently, we revealed the effect of the Me substituent on C5 on the IP photoreactivity by investigating the “demethylated” MeO-NAIP compound, named dMe-MeO-NAIP, which features no methyl on C5 (\( R_1 = \text{H} \) in Figure 9). As we will illustrate below, we demonstrated that while the parent MeO-NAIP undergoes a vibrationally coherent photoreaction mimicking that of rPSB in Rho, this is not the case of dMe-MeO-NAIP. In a way similar to the case of rPSB in retinal proteins and mutants, we could conclude that this difference in photoreactivities observed within the two IP compounds is closely related to the \( S_1-S_2 \) energy gap and mixing, itself controlled by electrostatic and (intramolecular) steric properties.

UV–Vis or mid-IR transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy as well as femtosecond fluorescence spectroscopy were used to investigate the ultrafast photoisomerization reaction of a variety of IP compounds in solution [20, 115, 118–122]. While all compounds undergo a subpicosecond photoisomerization, they can be categorized within two photoisomerization
Figure 10. Transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) of two representatives of the NAIP compounds family obtained with an 8-fs, 400-nm pump pulse. Compound Z-1 carries a methyl in C5 and its C=C double bond is pre-twisted in S0. Its TAS signatures (a) are qualitatively different from those of the “demethylated”, planar compound E-2 (b) where the methyl group on C5 is replaced by a H atom. (c,d) Selection of transient kinetics traces from the above datasets, and their fits. (e,f) The residuals of the fits are oscillatory signals revealing the vibrational dynamics accompanying the photoreaction. Abbreviations: GSB = ground state bleach; SE = stimulated emission; ESA = excited state absorption; PA = photoproduct absorption. Reproduced with permission from [118].

scenarios, corresponding to two qualitatively distinct spectroscopic signatures, as illustrated in Figure 10.

For the so-called “parent” NAIP compound [121] and its zwitterionic derivative [119], the excited state absorption (ESA) and stimulated emission (SE) from the S1 population (Figure 10(a)) are very short-lived, they spectrally shift to the blue and to the red respectively, and they decay impulsively by 250 fs (vertical dashed line across Figure 10(a,c,e)). The ground state photoproduct absorption (PA) band immediately follows, which initially appears after the decay of the SE in the low-energy spectral range (600–700 nm), and rapidly blue shifts to ≈430 nm within ≈0.5 ps. Such dynamic spectral shifts of the S1 and early S0 bands have been interpreted as the signatures of
a population which evolves ballistically from the FC region to the photoproduct ground state through the Cint in the form of a vibrational wavepacket [119]. A very similar red-shifting SE impulsively followed by a blue shifting PA has been reported in Rhodopsin too and interpreted the same way [94]. Further evolution in the ground state is accompanied by a pronounced low-frequency oscillation (≈80 cm⁻¹, corresponding to ≈500 fs period, Figure 10(e)) interpreted as the signature of a vibrational wavepacket oscillating around the S₀ PES minimum along the C=C torsion coordinate [119, 121]. Importantly this vibrational wavepacket was demonstrated to be triggered by the S₁ reactive motion, meaning that this low-frequency vibrational coherence is preserved through the CInt and exponentially damped (with a ≈300 fs time constant) after the decay to S₀ [118].

Conversely, the “demethylated” NAIP compound, where C₅ carries an H atom in place of a methyl substituent, has a very similar ground state spectrum but qualitatively different TA signatures (see Figure 10(b,d,f)): the SE signature does not extend this far to the low-energy range, it is spectrally narrower and longer-lived. The SE and ESA bands decay in concert with the rise of the PA band which appears gradually at 430 nm, rather than impulsively in red part of the probing window. Hence there is no similar indication of a vibrationally coherent reactive motion that would impulsively drive the system through the CInt as discussed above. More precisely, upon light excitation with a very short (8 fs) pump pulse, a vibrationally coherent motion is detected in S₁ along (in particular 232 cm⁻¹ mode, see Figure 10(f)). However, no vibrational coherence is transferred to the ground state, and in particular no vibrational activity is detected at 80 cm⁻¹.

To rationalize why these two compounds undergo such qualitatively different photoreactions, we first notice, that the most stable ground state isomer is Z, with a ≈15° pretwisted C=C bond, for the C₅-methylated compound, but E in a planar conformation for the demethylated compound. These differences are controlled by the intramolecular steric hindrance introduced with the methyl substituent on C₅, which also affects the S₁ electronic structure and photoreactivity of the compounds, as rationalized by QM/MM modeling at the CASSCF/CASSPT2 level [118]. Indeed, in the planar compound, the S₁ and S₂ states are computed to be nearly degenerate, resulting in a flat S₁ PES, while in the pre-twisted compound the degeneracy is lifted and the S₁ PES slope is very steep. Consequently, in the latter case, the motion along the torsion coordinate is strongly accelerated which drives the system ballistically towards the CInt, such that the photoproduct formation occurs faster than vibrational decoherence of the 80 cm⁻¹ mode, resulting in the pronounced oscillatory signal observed after the decay to S₀. In the former case, a more diffusive exploration of the S₁ PES potential would be responsible for an increased excited state lifetime and vibrational decoherence would be effective already by the time the system reaches the Cint and decays to S₀ (Figure 11).

By comparing the TA signatures and photoreaction scenarios for each isomer of half a dozen of NAIP derivatives [20], we observe that all compounds under investigation obey either the first or the second photoreaction scenario. Moreover, based on DFT modeling of the compounds S₀ equilibrium structures, we establish a perfect correlation between the C=C double pre-twist and the photoreaction scenario: all compounds featuring a significant (>10°) pre-twist obey the first photoreaction scenario, and all compounds featuring a more planar S₀ conformation (<10° pre-twist) obey the second one. This allows us to generalize the central role of the intramolecular steric effect and pre-twist at controlling the PES topography via the fine tuning of the S₁–S₂ state mixing in these retinal-inspired compounds. As reviewed in Sections 2 and 3, the same effect of a pre-twist of the chromophore is operative in 13C/ASR in reducing the excited state barrier [111].

A major outcome of our latest study [20], is that while the intramolecular steric hindrance and related S₁–S₂ state mixing controls the photoreaction dynamics, we observe no correlation between the IQY—in the range 15%–35% for all IP compounds investigated—and observables such as excited state lifetime, vibrational coherence, absorption wavelengths or degree of pre-twisting.
Figure 11. Schematic representations of the two distinct photoisomerization scenarios in the NAIP compounds. (A) The reactive motion of the pretwisted MeO-NAIP is governed by a steep $S_1$ PES driving the system ballistically towards the Clnt. Upon impulsive decay to $S_0$, this $S_1$ motion coherently populates the $S_0$ vibrational motion along the torsion mode at 80 cm$^{-1}$. (B) Instead, for the planar demethylated compound, the $S_1$ and $S_2$ states are nearly degenerate, resulting in a flat PES providing a much weaker acceleration along the torsion mode, and a more diffusive motion towards the Clnt. The crossing of $S_1$ and $S_2$ leads in fact to an avoided crossing. The corresponding loss of synchronization then explains the observed loss of ensemble coherence. Two decay channels (“U” = “unsuccessful”, and “S” = “successful”) are represented, with the evolutions on the $S_1$ or $S_0$ PES represented in red and blue, respectively. The 20–25% quantum yield indicates that channel U is dominating. Adapted from [118].

The molecular mechanism controlling the IQY in ultrafast C=C double bond isomerization thus remains an open question so far.

5. Summary and conclusions

In summary, for the sub-picosecond isomerization reactions of rPSB in a protein cavity and for the related bio-mimetic switches in solution, modifications of the ESL can be induced by steric effects (ground state pre-twist) and by changes in the electrostatic environment. The experimental and theoretical studies on the AT and 13C isomers ASR and its mutants have identified both effects, and how they are brought about by point mutations. For the photoswitches, steric [118] and electronic [20, 123] effects, brought about by substitutions of the NAIP framework were investigated experimentally. These studies showed, in addition to the change in ESL, a clear influence on the survival of vibrational coherences in the ground state. The computational framework shows that both steric and electrostatic parameters affect the excited state structure due to $^1B_u / ^2A_g$ mixing, and how it determines the CT and reactive character in terms of BLA of the lowest excited state $S_1$. A central point is that the simulations allow to predict how this mixing changes dynamically when the chromophores evolve along the reaction coordinate. Shallow excited state barriers appear when $S_1$ alternates between a reactive CT and non-reactive DIR character, leading to longer ESL and higher FQY. The recent experimental observation of BLA-mediated $^1B_u / ^2A_g$ oscillations demonstrates this effect clearly, within the first 100 fs of the excited state reaction in bR [87].
In order to obtain a more direct experimental insight, and a direct comparison with the simulations, measuring the time-dependent $S_1$–$S_2$ splitting would provide new insights for systems with reactive versus non-reactive excited state dynamics. The $S_1$–$S_2$ transition is expected to lie in the near- to mid-IR region (1000–8000 cm$^{-1}$) [84, 118], but the high time resolution required (<50 fs) makes the envisaged VIS-pump/IR-probe spectroscopy challenging.

Like mutation effects discussed in Section 3, pH is known to induce small shifts in the ASR absorption maximum wavelength [124]. A new computational protocol has been devised and successfully applied to determine the molecular origin of such a pH effect [125]. The next step, still ongoing, focuses on the pH effect on the ESL. Preliminary results point to a bi-exponential decay from $S_1$, modulated by its pH-dependent interaction with $S_2$. Further upcoming developments relate to computing the excited state vibrational spectra of the rPSB, in relation with the very informative femtosecond data [91, 111], and a possible inclusion of the dynamic polarisation of the nearest neighbour residues [15, 74, 75]. Unlike the here reported transient spectroscopies, ultrafast X-ray diffraction has the potential of revealing the detailed dynamic structural and electronic changes of the rPSB and its nearest environment, provided these experiments be carried out under single photon excitation conditions [63, 72, 73, 126].

Beyond the excited state lifetimes and vibrational coherences, another central property is the reaction quantum yield (IQY), for which we still have to understand and learn the lessons that the outstanding high values found in Rho and bR can teach us, when these are compared with the modest values obtained for the biomimetic switches in solution [20] or the low values (<2%) observed for the crowded alkenes designed as molecular rotary machine [26]. While it is generally accepted that the branching into forward and backward reaction takes place in the vicinity of the conical intersection [23], it remains to be rationalised how chemical substitutions and effects of the environment control the IQY. Femto- and attosecond photo-electron spectroscopy holds the promise to map out the wavepacket evolution across the CI in real time, and one of the main challenges for the next years will be to apply these emerging sophisticated tools for isolated chromophores in gas phase [127, 128] and solution [129].
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